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by Prof. Story-Ma•kdyne and Dr. \V. Flight, wa~ read by the 
former, tr, atina o ' the , om position ,,f cal ,. do ,ite and lanarkite.
Mr. John Williams then exhibi,ed some tin" sptcimrns of crys
tallised phosphorous acid and me allic phos, hires, and gave a 
short acc,.,unt of their reactions.-Prof. Church made a com 
municatwn to the ,oc,ety on the composition of the mineral 
autunite.-Prof. Lawrence Smith of the Umted States, whilst 
descrit,ing a modification of the Bunsen gas burner employed by 
him for hea, ing the crucible in determina ions of the . alkalis in 
silicious minerals, gave a short sketch of the process he had de
vised for that purpose.-In the course of the evening a gas 
burner by Mr. Flttcher of \,Yarrington was also exhibited. 

Royal Microscopical Society, Dec. 3.-Chas. Brooke, 
F.R.S., president, in the chair.-The list of donations to the 
society included a valuable binocular microscope with apparatus 
complete, from Mr. Charles Wood,.,-ard, for which the special 
thanks of the meeting were returned.-A paper in continuance 
of the one read at the November meeting, was read by the secre
tary. - On some further researches into the life history of the 
Monads, by Rev. W. H. Dallinger and Dr. Drysdale, in which 
the complete process of fission was described in all its sta.ges, 
and also the conjunction of two or more bodies, the whole course 
of internal division, of final rupture of the containing envelope 
and escape of minute free organisms.-Mr. Charles Stewart ex
hibited a section of Ficus elastirn showing cystoliths, described 
the method of preparation and mounting, and stated it to be his 
belief that they were rather deposits of a gum-like substance, 
than actual concretions. 

Society of Biblical Archreology, Dec.2. -Dr. Birch,F.S. A ., 
presfdent. The following papers were read :-Future Punish· 
ment of the Wicked, a Doctrine of the Assyrian Religion, by H. 
Fox Talbot, F.R. S.-Notes f,om Borneo, illustrative of Passages 
in Genesis, by A. M. Cameron. In this paper the author cited a 
Dyak radition, that at an archaic general inundation, the ances· 
tors of the Chinese, Malay, and Dyak had to swim for their 
lives; and (possibly foisted on this tradition) the Dyak preserved 
his weapon,, and the Chinaman his books. A second tradition 
stated that · an ance,tral Dyak made a ladder to go up to heaven · 
unhappily one night a worm ate into the foot of the ladder and 
brought all dowu. Mr. Cameron further stated that one of the 
two Dyak names for the Supreme Being is Y aouah : the author 
refers to the similar sou,, ling Jehovah and Yahveh of the Bible. 

PHILADELPHIA 

Academy of Natural Sciences, June 17.-The presi
dent, Dr. Ruschenberger, in the chair.-Laws ef Sex in 
'Jug/ans mgm.-Mr. Thomas Meehan 5aid he had at various 
times during the past few years called the attention of the· 
Academy to specimens of nnmerous plants which Illustrated 
the principle that sex in plants was the result of grades 
of vitality ; or, as it had been suggested, viability ; and 
that this power of life was a mere matter of nutrition; the 
highest grades of vitality only producing the female sex. 
He now exhibited specimens of the common black wal
nut, 7,.g/ans nigra, which furnished excellent illustrations 
of what had been said on other occasions. Examinino
the tree at the flowering season, it would be plainly 
seen, by even a st1perficial observer, that there were 
grades of growing huds. The largest buds made the most 
vigorous shoots. These seemed to be wholly devoted to the 
incre1se of the woody system of the tree. Lower down the 
strong last year shoots, were buds not quite so large. These 
made shoots less vigorous than the other class, and bore the 
female flower$ on their ap,ces. Below these were numerous 
small weak buds, which either did not push into growth at all, 
or when they did bore simply the male catkins. He was fully 
satisfied that there is not so great expenditure of vital force on 
the production of male flowers as there is in female flowers. 

PARIS 

Academy of Sci~nces, Nov. 24.-M. de Quatrefages 
president, in the chair.-The following papers were read :~ 
On the development of polyps and their curals, by M. H. de 
Lacaze-Duthiers. The author described some re,ults obtained 
by him in a cruise on board the Narval, off the North African 
coast of the Mediterranean during the summer.-Remarks on 
the South American fauna, with anatomical details of some of 
its most characteristic types, by M. P. Gervais.-Observations on 
the expansion of water below 4°, in relation to M. Piarron de 
Mondesit's note, by M. F. Hement. The author suggests that 
the phenomenon in question is due to a re-arrangement of the 

molecules c,f the water just as a box of pons when ~haken up 
will ,,ccupy mr.re ruom than th"Y dtd when arrangerl in regular 
layers. - A long extr,,ct from a letter by M. A. Poey was read 
relating to h.is obs~rvations of the I elation between ,.oar spots 
anri terrcstna, hurricanes, The aut~or stated_ that during the 
last 125 years there have been 12 maximum pdiods of hurricanes 
and IO of these correspond to sun-spot maxima and II periods 
of hurricane minima, of which 5 correspond to sun-spot minima. 
- -Observations on the analogies which. exist between the solar 
spots and terrestrial cyclones, by M. Marie Davy. - Note on solar 
and terrestrial cyclones, by M. I-I. de Parville.-On the 
discharge of elect,ified conductors, by M. J. Moutier.-On the 
variable state of electric currents, by M. P . Blaserna, an answer 
to M. Cazin.-Application of the phosphates of ammonium and 
barium tothepurificati<,nofsaccharineproducts, by M. P. Lagrange. 
-On the physiological and therapeutic action of hydrochlorate of 
amylam1ne, by M. Dujardin-Beaumdz. During the meeting Dr. 
A. W. Williamson and M. Zinin were elected Correspondents. 

December L -M. de Quatr.,fages, president, in the cl1air.-On 
solar and terrestrial whirlwinds, by M_ Faye. The author 
argued against Reye's ascending axes in the cases of these cy
clones, and urged that both by theory and observation there is a 
down-rush about the axis.-On the conclusion of the note 
General Morin made some remarks on the small eddies observetl 
in rivers as examples of the descending current in the centre of 
similar vortexes.-Un the directions of the vibrations in the rays 
refracted in uniaxial crystal.,, by M. Abria.-Analytical and 
experimental investigations of the interference of elliptical rays, by 
M. Croullebois.-On the return of carrier pigeons during the siege 
of Paris, by M. W. de Fonvielle.-On the habits of the Phy!lo:xera, 
by M. Max. Cornu. - On a theorem of celestial mechanics, by M. 
F. Siacci.-Note on magnetism, hy M. A. Treve.-On the 
difference of physiological action caused by induced currents 
from coils formed of different metals, by M. Onimus. The 
author stated that, with a coil made of a badly conduc·ing 
metal the contraccion of the muscles was greater and the effect 
on the cutaneous nerves smaller than when the coil is made of a 
good conductor.-On the conjunctive elements of the spinal 
marrow, by M. L. Ranvier.-On the A nthracotlurium, discovered 
at Samt Menoux by M. Bertrand, by M. Gaudry.-On H1e secre
tions of the flowers of Eucalyptus g!obu!us, by M. Gimbert. 

BOOKS RECEIVED 
ENGLISH.-The Pearl 01 the Antilles: \Val ter Goodman {H. S. King and 

Co.).-The Internal Parasites of our Dome~ticated A nimals; Dr. Spencer 
Cobbold (Ftdd Ofhce). --A Phrenologist among the Toda,: Col. Marshall 
(Longmans).·. The ~ ibl_e~and the Doctrine of Evolution: W. Woods Smyth 
(H. K. Lewts).-Tne lhreshold of the Unknown Reg ion: Ciements R, 
Markham ( Sampson Lcw).-Easy Introduct:on to Ch,:mistry : Arthur Rigg 
(Rivingt .. nsJ.-Chemistianity; J. C. Sellars (Author).-l'he Romance of 
Peasant Lif~: Francis George Heath (Cassell).-Chokra, how to Avoid and 
Trea~ it_: Henry Blanc, MD. 1 H. S. ~ing & Co.). - Centrifugal Force and 
Grav1t~t1on, Supplement ,B: Joh1:3- Har:1s (Trlibnt:r & Co.) -Kant's History 
~f ;Ethics _Transl~tt!d by .K. K1~1gsnull (Longmans).-Physical Geography 
m ns relation cc the Prevailing Wmds and Currents: J. K. Laughton (J. D. 
Potter).- ~ Treatise on Medical E:lectricity : Dr. Althalls (Longmans).
Weather 11 elk-Lore: Rev. C. Swarnson (Blackwood; -Ganot's Physics 
Translated by Atkinson. 6th edition (Longmaus}.-Waste Products and 
1!ndeveloped ~ubstances: ~- L. Simmonds Hardwick c).- :Man and Apes: 
St. Geori;e M1vart (Hardw1cke).-Bod:,, and Mind: Alex. Bain (H. S. King 
& Co.).- Metamorphoses of Insects: S1r John Lubbock (Macmillan & Co.). 
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